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Abstract 
 

In this paper we use an approach to diagnosing organizational culture in hospitals which 
deals explicitly with the tensions between  human relations, managerial effectiveness, and  
technical ability to learn how 9 hospitals—4 in the united states, and 5 in brazil--  manage the 
delivery of healthcare services. 

Introduction 

The management of health care in general and hospitals in particular is especially 
challenging in modern societies because of conflicts between contradictory values that play out 
in these contexts (Goss, 1963; Stevenson, 2000).  On one hand, over time, societies have come to 
value human life in ever greater degrees and most modern societies attempt to guarantee the 
satisfaction of certain basic needs to all citizens.  On the other hand, modern societies value 
rationality and economic efficiency, which call for the management of supply and demand 
through impersonal mechanisms which disregard individual needs and preferences.  

These conflicting demands come together in particularly challenging ways in healthcare 
settings. With the constant advance of science and technology that has occurred over the last two 
centuries, the ability to cure human injury and illness has increased dramatically.  This progress, 
however, is very expensive. Modern health care is highly capital intensive—both in terms of 
human and financial capital, resulting in ever higher costs to patients and to society.  As health 
care providers struggle to implement and maintain state of the art equipment and techniques 
which reduce suffering and prolong life they must also obtain the financial resources necessary 
to continue to provide service.  In addition to these purely scientific and economic issues, 
because healthcare in general and hospitals in particular involve pain, fear, and uncertainty for 
patients and their relations, failures in human climate can cause difficulties even when clinical 
and financial outcomes are good (Bellou, 2007). 

It is our belief that these tensions are expressed and resolved (if they are resolved at all) 
in the culture of the organizations that deliver healthcare (Scott, et al 2003). In this paper we use 
an approach to diagnosing organizational culture in hospitals which deals explicitly with the 
tensions between  human relations, managerial effectiveness, and  technical ability to learn how 
9 hospitals—4 in the united states, and 5 in brazil--  approach the delivery of healthcare services. 
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The History of Hospitals and Present Dilemmas 

Hospitals, as the root “hospitality” suggests, were originally created as places to receive 
travelers who did not have close relatives or friends in a given area.  If one traveled to a place 
where one had close friends or kin, close relations provided a place to stay, social interaction, 
and help in the case of illness. Given the state of medical technology throughout most of human 
history, the major role of the hospital was to provide a place for strangers to die or recover 
(usually to die) where they would not present a threat to the community and where they ideally 
might be humanely treated (Foucault, 1979; 1994).  As Christian and other religious orders grew 
and evolved, they gravitated naturally to the care of strangers and the sick.  Especially in the 
west, hospitals came to be associated with charitable and humanistic spiritual traditions.  The 
nascent health care community too, accepted the amelioration of suffering as central to its 
identity as can be seen as early as the Hippocratic Oath in Greece. 

As the renaissance and the scientific revolution begin to bear practical fruit in the form of 
sanitary and medical practices, those who cared for the sick needed to acquire the intellectual 
capital necessary to apply emerging technologies, and the education and socialization of 
members of the healing professions came more and more to be based on intellectual ability and 
to emphasize detachment and rationality as key attributes.   To some degree, cold rationality 
needed to dispassionately deal with illness became the province of doctors, and nurturing and 
caring behaviors focusing on the immediate needs and concerns of the patient became the 
province of nurses, who were overwhelmingly female.  The modern hospital still reflects this 
historical legacy (Farias & Vaitsman, 2002). 

With the scientific revolution, the knowledge and tools required of healers increased 
radically in volume, cost and sophistication and by the early 20th century, medicine became the 
province of the elite.  Only persons with the intellectual and financial resources to undergo long 
and demanding formal training became doctors, and they became more and more wealthy and 
influential. With the passage of the 20th century, the capital requirements of medical care 
increased geometrically so that today a state of the art hospital contains millions of dollars of 
complex capital equipment which must be constantly renewed and relearned because of the 
accelerating progress in medical science and technology.  The requirements of expensive capital 
and highly trained personnel dealing with life and death issues have resulted in exploding costs.  
People need healthcare to survive and they will pay whatever they possess to have it.  Hence, 
like any complex  business with a highly demanded product and high capital and technological 
complexity, hospitals have developed a need for rational managers—professionals who are able 
to look at the institution from a practical and economic perspective and assure that  resources are 
applied and coordinated so as to maximize efficiency or at least minimize waste and mistakes. 

Cultural Options in Healthcare 

It is clear that the different forces suggested above—humanistic and charitable, scientific 
and technological, and managerial and administrative—are all necessary in healthcare 
institutions as they are also inherently at odds.  It is our belief that the culture of a hospital 
provides a way by which these disparate forces are ordered and balanced, and that different 
healthcare institutions strike different balances between these competing forces.  To illustrate 
and explore how the cultures of hospitals mediate between these contradictions we applied the 
Culture and Value Analysis Tool (Nelson & Gopalan, 2003)  in several US and Brazilian 



hospital and identified a number of different cultural and subcultural profiles which are 
associated with different clinical and managerial styles.    

Instrument, Site, and Methodology 

The Culture and Value Analysis Tool Applied to Healthcare Settings 
While there are many ways to attempt to measure and diagnose organizational culture, 

unless one possesses great resources and time, some kind of closed ended; written questionnaire 
will probably be needed to capture the impressions of a large, representative number of members 
of an organizational community.  These instruments generally contain a number of affirmations 
about the organization to be studied and respondents evaluate the organization by circling or 
identifying a number that they believe describes the degree to which the organization matches 
the written statement.  Because of our desire to identify the tensions and trade offs which we 
believe are typical of health care, we used and instrument with a somewhat different approach.  
The Aggregate Value Profile, which is one of the instruments in the Culture and Value Analysis 
Tool, presents the respondent with four phrases representing conflicting values, and asks for a 
ranking between the values.  For instance, one item reads: 

In this organization hard work is admired 

This organization plans things carefully 

This organization values creativity 

 This is a friendly, caring organization. 

While the respondent may agree that all (or none) of the above statements describe his or 
her organization, he is forced do decide which statement best describes it.  We believe that this 
process of choosing between competing alternatives is very close to the processes that take place 
in healthcare organizations as they form their organizational culture by choosing between 
competing values.  The Aggregate Value Profile identifies four competing quadrants or spheres 
of life:  Work, Relations, Control, and Thought and it poses four related subdimensions for each 
quadrant.  For the work quadrant there are:  Effort, Time or Punctuality, Finished Tasks and 
Quality.  For relations there are Affect, Empathy, Sociability, and Loyalty.  For Control there are 
Dominance, Status, Politics and Leadership.  For Thought, there is Abstraction, Planning-
Organization, Exposition, and Flexibility or Creativity.  The instrument is structured so that each 
respondent will rank or prioritize the relationship between each subdimension with each other 
subdimension exactly once, resulting in scales which range between 5 and 20 for each 
dimension.  

We applied the Aggregate Profile in hospitals of different ages and histories but similar 
sizes which appeared to have developed distinct ways of dealing with the tensions and tradeoffs 
that are built into the healthcare industry. We collected data from the top three hierarchical levels 
of each hospital, distributing questionnaires to all employees at these levels.  Response rates 
varied from 50 to 100 %, with the average response rate just below 85%. We performed a variety 
of statical analyses on the questionnaires obtained, but in this paper we discuss only results from 
clusters analyses from each individual hospital (detailed statistical tables of these results are 
available from the authors.)  Before we discuss our findings, it will be useful to provide a short 



description of the hospitals studied so that the reader is aware of similarities and differences of 
the various institutions in our sample.  We first describe the US hospitals studied. 

Hospital A was founded by independent physicians 65 years ago and experienced periods 
of oscillation between community and private ownership until it was purchased by a large 
corporation ten years before data were collected.  The current administrator has a military 
background and uses bureaucratic controls extensively. We suspect that the ambiguity in identity 
and changes in ownership over time of the hospital has made it difficult to reach a cultural 
consensus around which values should predominate.  The founding physicians obviously were 
interested in the financial and professional viability of the institution, but at some point became 
sufficiently disappointed or detached  to convey the institution to the local community, which in 
turn eventually sold to outside corporate interests. 

  Hospital B was conceived as a profit making enterprise by  an aggressive host 
corporation and had to overcome considerable resistance from  local interests in the healthcare 
community to obtain its initial license to operate.  It is nine years old.  In addition to  moderate 
intensive specialties, it has a psychiatric pavilion to treat acute mental health and addition cases.  
Its current administrator has spent considerable energy and money in team building and worker 
empowerment.  Perhaps expressive of its younger age and progressive management style, this 
hospital had one fewer hierarchical layers than the others—only three for all salaried employees 
versus four for the others.   

Hospital  C was founded 85 years ago by a charismatic doctor.  Although it was acquired 
by by a major chain in the last decade, its history has been otherwise stable and it  is still 
administered by the founder’s son.  This hospital retains a much more informal, family 
atmosphere than the other three. It is located in a blue collar area of town and retains close ties to 
the neighborhood, both in terms of patient base, staff employed, and community involvement. 

Hospital D was founded early in the 20th century by members of the local community 
who were anxious to have a hospital available for a small rather isolated town.  Adequate 
funding for growth and support were always a problem in the beginning, which led to some 
interesting cultural dynamics.  During the great depression there was not enough funding to 
support a separate  administrative staff so the nurses at hospital D took over the administration of 
the hospital on their own for many years.  This created an environment in which nurses are more 
assertive and influential than in most hospitals.  Being community owned and run in a small 
town for around a century the institution is subject to local intrigues and political influences 
perhaps to a greater degree than a private hospital of similar size in a larger town might be. 

Our  Brazilian sample  varied in nature somewhat more than the US sample.  One of the 
hospitals was a university teaching hospital which had its origins in a philanthropic hospital 
which was about to fail when the university stepped in. Two hospitals were maternity/neonatal 
hospitals without  other specialties.  Of these, one was private and the other philanthropic.    Yet 
another hospital was a community owned public hospital that handled principally SUS (Brazilian 



medicare) cases for government reimbursement, and a final institution was the area’s most 
exclusive hospital, founded by a group of doctors, each with a significant investment stake in  a 
different specialty. Summarizing their principal attributes briefly: 

Hospital E is private and was  founded in 1983.  All partners are doctors , and one doctor holds  
65 % of  all shares . The majority shareholder is currently the municipal health secretary.  The 
most prominent Specialties of Hospital E are maternity and pediatrics but other other specialties 
are practiced in lower volume. Revenues are split but come mostly from the private sector. Ten 
percent of patients pay out of pocket.  Eighty five percent of revenues come from  health 
insurance  and the remaining 5% come from  highly  complex pediatric cardiac surgery on 
patients from the public health system (SUS). The hospital has  90 beds and, 290 employees, not 
counting clinical staff.  Hospital E is the first choice of  the middle and upper classes for  births 
and childhood diseases. 

Hospital F  is a nonprofit  founded in the 1940s , and is the second oldest in the state.  When it 
began to fail financially about a decade ago it was purchased by a local private university and is 
now a teaching hospital.  Its focus is on basic clinical  functions (emergency, obstetrics / 
gynecology and pediatrics), keeping some diagnostic services. Despite the emphasis on  
maternity and pediatrics, it offers  several other specialties in order to meet the teaching needs of 
the university. Eighty five percent of its revenues are from the public health system ( SUS)  and 
the remaining 15 % comes from HMOs  in which medical school faculty have financial stakes. 
Hospital F has  75 beds and 380 employees . 

Hospital G is philanthropic and was founded in the 50s.  It belongs to a company of three 
partners, all of the same family .  All receipts come from public health (SUS) . Hospital G has 
150 beds , 102 employees.  It emphasizes maternity but offers other specialties . 

Hospital H  belongs to the state government , but is operated by  a nonprofit “social health 
organization” (OSS ).  It  opened in 2012 and is paid 100 %  from public funds.  It specializes  in 
orthopedics, with 65 beds and 87 employees . It is the first  OSS in the state funded by public 
funds and as a result has been the source of considerable polemics in the local media.. 

Hospital I is a private hospital owned by four doctors. It opened in 1997 and is 
considered the best hospital in the state, with  about 400 employees and 130 beds. It has all 
specialties and caters exclusively health insurance ( 80 % ) and private ( 20 % ) payees with no 
public health cases. Undoubtedly the most sought after hospital in the region, and the one  that 
invests in technology and training its employees. It is accredited by a prominent national 
association. 

 
Principal Findings 

 
Given the number of cases and our interest in subcultures an large number of  statistical 

manipulations and analyses are possible.  After reviewing a host of different statistical results, 



we have chosen to use our limited space to describe  results from compare the  most different 
hospitals we found in the US sample and to analyze their points of agreement and disagreement. 
We then present the same type of narrative for our Brazilian sample and ponder similarities and 
differences across all hospitals in the two countries. Our justification follows below.    

In studying organizational culture, one of the first things we learn is that human 
institutions are not known for their consensus or homogeneity (Martin, 1992).  Indeed we have 
reached the conclusion that cultures are defined as much by what people fight about as what they 
agree on. Respondents who work side by side in the top three hierarchical levels of the same 
organizations (we surveyed all managers in the top three levels of each organization) nonetheless 
entertain radically different perceptions of the institution’s culture.  In order to describe this 
dissensual dynamic in detail, we cluster analyzed the questionnaires for each hospital and discuss 
below the first two groupings identified by the mechanical algorithm used.  This approach 
identified two hospitals with similar subcultural dynamics but with radically different dominant 
cultures.  The tensions between relations and administrative rationality identified in our 
introduction above are very apparent. 

At Hospital B the computer algorithm generated two clusters, with 19 and 11 members 
respectively, who had quite different views of the institution. The larger cluster (Cluster 1) 
defined the hospital as hard working (15.5) and focused on quality (18) with strong Leadership 
(16) and considerable flexibility (13.6) .   The smaller Cluster 2 identified  Punctuality, 
Sociability, Dominance, Status, and Politics as the major forces in the culture of the  institution  -
-- values one might expect to find in a political party or government bureau rather than a 
hospital.   The only points both groups agreed on  was that there were  moderate levels of interest 
in finishing tasks exposition and analytical thinking. 

Hospital C, with its longer history  (two generations controlled by the same family) and  
historical connections to the community displayed more homogeneity, but was still far from 
agreement about the fundamental nature of the culture.  There was general agreement that 
Quality was the most important value (16 for group 1 and 16.5 for group 2) and that hard work 
was important while time, sociability, status , politics and flexibility were not important.  
However, on other dimensions there was considerable dissensus.  A group of 24 saw affect,  
empathy, loyalty, and  finishing tasks as important, while a smaller cluster of 10 viewed 
leadership, abstraction, control and planning as central values.   

At hospital C then, perceptions of the culture suggest two distinct solutions to 
organization tensions.  Group 1 describes  a culture which emphasizes affect, empathy and 
loyalty as the prime values of the organization.  The much smaller group 2 emphasizes control, 
leadership, intellect (abstraction) and planning.  Thus the larger group sees the institution as 
belonging to the tradition of caring that begins with the ancient origins of the hospital.  The 
smaller group emphasizes planning, control, and rationality—the more recent and rational aspect 
of the hospital.  The affective stream is dominant at hospital C.  Group 1 is large and involves a 



larger number of values.  However, the combination of leadership, abstraction, and planning 
provide a strong counterpoint which doubtless impacts the way issues are seen and faced in the 
organization.  Consider for instance how employees with different perceptions of the hospital 
might respond to calls for enhanced managerial systems or investments in new diagnostic 
technology as opposed to increasing nursing staffing levels.  Proposals and views on such 
concrete issues are doubtless influenced by where one stands on cultural issues 

Hospital  B, with only 9 years of history, likely  has less cultural capital to both constrain 
action and provide a consistent way of facing tensions and evaluating action.  Compared to 
hospital C, with 24 mangers in the dominant group and 10  in a weaker subcultural faction, 
hospital B’s dominant group is a little smaller (19) and its outgroup proportionally larger (11).  
The dominant group emphasizes hard work and high quality driven by strong leadership and 
flexibility, and by moderate planning and abstraction.  This rational approach is tempered 
however, by the strong emphasis on affect recognized by both groups.  The outgroup sees 
punctuality, sociability, control, status and politics as the dominant features of the culture.  The 
picture one sees here, is one of in which centrifugal forces are so strong that most of the cultural 
energy in the organization is dedicated to  jockeying for control among hierarchy and status 
groups at the expense of the affective, intellectual and high quality work required by the 
institution’s mission of healing sick people.     

Thus while the subcultural forces in hospital C are both productive—one focusing on the 
affective relations with patients and the other emphasizing rational leadership and conceptual 
activity (abstraction)--, at hospital B the subcultural forces are divided between quality, rational 
management and innovation on the one hand, and activities which seek to ensure  compliance 
through political and administrative means.  Thus  decision making processes at hospital C are 
likely to be dominated by the tension between the emotional quality of life of patients and staff 
versus technical excellence and planning.  At hospital B, by contrast,  tensions turn on the values 
of rational management versus more political criteria.  One might expect then, that a proposed 
decision at hospital B is likely to be discussed on the merits of the quality of social climate 
versus productivity and technical excellence while at hospital C debates will turn on technical 
versus political criteria—i.e. what departments and actors will gain power and status through the 
adoption of a measure. 

If hospital B is at a disadvantage vis a vis hospital C because of the intrusion of politics 
into its organizational processes,  it would appear that hospitals D and A face even greater 
challenges.  In both cases the size of subcultural groupings are more balanced—hospital D with 
groups of 10 and 7, and hospital A with groups of 14 and 12, compared to dominant groups more 
than double the size of the out groups in the case of Hospitals B and C.   

Culture Specific or Universal? 
Space does not permit a more detailed discussion of the subcultural tensions and 

dynamics of the four  US hospitals mentioned above because of our interest in considering 



whether and how the patterns observed above vary from one national setting to another or  have 
universal relevance.  In our initial framing above we posed the tensions between relations, 
technical ability and administrative rationality has having broad historical, scientific, and 
economic  antecedents without any consideration of how the idiosyncratic development of 
different countries or cultures might impact organizational cultures.  However, the question of 
how organizational culture might vary by national culture is an important one which is far from 
settled in contemporary research.  Depending on one’s theoretical orientation, one might expect 
organizational cultures to vary more by industry than by nation or more according to the 
personalities of founders and historical accidents of institutional development than by national 
culture. In the absence of clear empirical research or even  strong theoretical guidance regarding 
this question, we considered it a worthwhile enterprise to compare our US results with a similar 
study of  hospitals in a Brazilian community we were fortunate to undertake.   

We found striking similarities and differences in the cultures of the Brazilian hospitals 
compared to the US sample.  In a clear parallel to the North American sample two of our 
Brazilian hospitals featured large dominant groups with clear majorities. One of these hospitals 
(G) emphasized work and relations while deemphasizing control, planning, abstraction and 
flexibility  much like Hospital C in the US sample. This hospital contained a dominant group of 
19 out of twenty five managers with scores of 14 for hard work, 15 for time, 16 for quality, 14 
for empathy and 15 for sociability and loyalty but only 8 for status, 11.6 for control, and 9.4 for 
politics.  The thought area was low except for planning, which was moderate (13). 

The other hospital (I) with a large dominant group (12 out of 16 total) was similar to US 
hospital B in that its dominant group deemphasized relations (9 in affect, 9 in empathy, 12 in 
sociability and 12 in loyalty) and emphasized leadership (15) and flexibility (13.8).  It also 
recognized a strong control component (14 for dominance, 15 for status, and 14 for politics), like 
US Hospital B.  However in a clear departure, it also emphasized abstraction (14), planning (14), 
and exposition (13).  Thus, the rational, technical emphasis that US hospital C featured in its 
subgroup was present, along with status, dominance, and politics, in the dominant group of  
hospital I.   

Similar to our US sample, the remaining three hospitals featured more even splits (11 versus 
10 for H, 9 versus 7 for E, and 10 versus 5 for the teaching hospital (F)  indicating less cultural 
consensus and a stronger likelihood of culture based conflict.  Like the US hospitals,  differences 
in perceptions of the culture tended to center on control versus relations in addition other more 
complex dynamics which space considerations prevent us from discussing in detail here.  What 
would appear clear without further discussion is that both the US and the Brazilian hospitals 
exhibited strong subcultural forces, especially in the area of relations and work versus control, 
but neither country exhibited greater or lesser homogeneity in the cultures of the hospitals 
studied.  In each country there was one hospital with a particularly strong relations orientation 
and one with a particularly strong rational orientation.   



In addition to these general similarities we observed similar structural characteristics in 
relation to cultural dynamics across the two countries.  We collected and analyzed sociometric 
data on frequent verbal contacts from all of the hospitals studied and used these data to identify 
employees who were central and peripheral in the informal network of the institutions.  We 
observed that in Hospital C and G  with their high relations emphasis, nursing staff were 
prominent in the informal network of the hospital, while in hospital B and I nursing staff were 
relegated to the periphery of the network.  We also grouped perceptions of culture by network 
position and found that in all of the hospitals studied, one’s position in the verbal network was 
closely related to one’s perception of the organization’s culture suggesting that in both countries, 
subcultures are transmitted by and aligned with social networks.  For instance, members of the 
small subcultural groups both at G and I tended to be located in the periphery of the informal 
network; 3 out of 4 of the outgroup cluster at hospital I were located on the periphery and  3 out 
of 6 of the outgroup cluster at hospital G occupied peripheral network positions. 

Conclusions 
 

The details and nuances of even simple subcultural groupings for 9 hospitals distributed 
across 2 countries are obviously great and even a very long paper cannot do justice to them.  
However, it is possible to make a few theoretical and practical observations and suggest 
directions for future inquiry based on some of the more obvious and general themes the we 
observed in this preliminary study: 

1.  In both the US and Brazil, the hospitals with the strongest cultures (indicated by a large 
group with homogenous perceptions versus a small group with different perceptions of 
the culture) were those which focused either primarily on work, quality, and relationships 
with less consideration of means of control.   Another possibility for a strong culture 
appeared to be to emphasize leadership, abstraction, planning and flexibility with 
minimal emphasis on relations in general, but this option seems to vary more by national 
culture than the purely work and relationship oriented culture. 
 

2. Conversely institutions which featured both relations and control prominently appeared to 
generate large, opposing subcultures, each with a different emphasis and perceptions.  
These more conflicted cultures were common in both countries. 
 

3. In the US hospitals high sociability was associated with low work scored and high 
perceptions of dominance status, politics and exposition while in Brazil, it was often 
associated with high work and loyalty and low control.  This suggests that US culture 
with its individualistic emphasis may develop an adverse reaction to organizations which 
emphasize collective values and activities. 
 

4. In Brazil, high dominance, status and politics could be aligned with a strong cognitive 
emphasis, i.e. abstraction, planning and flexibility as well as strong leadership.  Again, in 



the US sample, this was not the case.  High leadership, planning and flexibility were not 
associated with status, politics or dominance.  In the US hospitals control and thought 
appear to work at cross purposes with the exception of leadership. 
 

5. Although the historical evolution of hospitals appears to have begun with a relations 
emphasis and then moved to include technical and finally administrative concerns, the 
major axis of cultural tension in both US and Brazilian hospitals would appear to be 
relations versus control, particularly status and politics rather than relations versus 
thought or relations versus work and planning).  In only one case (hospital C in the US) 
was there subcultural conflict between relations and rationality (thought and planning).  
The major tension was usually between work and relations on one hand, and control on 
the other. 
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